
                        Themes around the Rooms!!Themes around the Rooms!!Themes around the Rooms!!Themes around the Rooms!! Birthday Wishes!!

Babies/Tots- Nursery Rhymns Birthday wishes go out to Sophia,

Toddlers- On The Farm Ben, Ruth, Elsie, Cameron B, Katie,

Pre-Preschool- The Zoo Kayla, Emily S, Henry, Heidi, Amy

Afterschool- Summer Club & Dea!! We hope you all have a 

wonderful birthday! Hats & Shades Fundraising!

Thanks to everyone that took

part in our Hat's & Shade's week!

Please can we ask that any

sponsorship money be returned

by Friday 8th August, so we can

count it up and see how much we

raised for Cancer Fund for Children!!

          New Starts Comments Box

We would like to welcome our Our comments box has been rather neglected

little new starts to nursery life!! recently, with no comments appearing for

A big welcome to Charlie, Cameron, the last few months! Please remember if

Layla, Charlotte & Angus. We hope you there is anything you would like took into

all enjoy playing and meeting new buddies!! consideration or anything you think would

be a good change for us, please just pop it down!!

£20 off a lucky parents invoice with 

whichever comment is drawn at random!

                                                                                        Messy Pups?!Messy Pups?!Messy Pups?!Messy Pups?!

Do you seem to have the child that never

lasts a day in the same clothes?! Remember Summer nearly gone!!Summer nearly gone!!Summer nearly gone!!Summer nearly gone!!

we have a Country Kids Uniform available

to save the messy things that can occur Well where has the summer gone!! Soon we will be

at nursery!! Polo's and Jumpers available, back to school runs again, and will be also welcoming

please ask for more details!! back our Term Time staff…. It'll be good to have the full

team back again!! For any parents that have not as yet

let us know what is happening come September time

please get in touch asap!!!!

Facebook Page

For any parents who haven't already heard we now

have two Facebook pages… Both are under the name Little VistaLittle VistaLittle VistaLittle Vista

Country Kids Day Nursery NI, one is a public page where

we will be posting general updates and 'faceless' pictures, Our Little Vista App has now been up and running

whilst the other page is a closed group for our parents only. for a good few weeks, and so far is proving to be 

Please have a search for us and request to join the closed benefical for staff & parents!! We have noticed that

group to see more detailed information and photos of your there is still quite a few parents that are not linked up to

children getting up to lots of fun!!! the App….. How this happens is as follows: we send a

text message with a code to your phone, you click on 

the link and it takes you to the Little Vista App Page,

click on the Register tab, and enter the code you

Country Kids Preschool received from the text, and then confirm your child's

details.  This should then be you linked so you can 

We will let our parents know when the uniform has arrived see what our staff are putting on about your child's

in, which should be mid August time.  You will also be receiving day!! Any problems with linking up please let us know!!

 iron on name tags and a preschool drawbag.  Please make sure the 

uniform is all labelled before starting, to avoid any mix up's!!!




